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REPLY BRIEF OF THE COMMERCIAL GROUP 

I. INTRODUCTION / STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The Commercial Group hereby respectfully responds to the initial post-hearing briefs of 

various parties on cost of service and allocation issues.   

VII. COST OF SERVICE AND ALLOCATION ISSUES 

A. Overview 

Based on the initial briefs, some parties would have ComEd’s customer classes push 

farther toward a hierarchy of favored and disfavored customer classes.  The Commercial Group 

urges the Administrative Law Judges to take a hard look at the evidence to ensure that all classes 

are being treated fairly, including evidence that suggests that prior Commission directives need 

adjusting. 

For example, advocates for the class with the lowest overall rates, the High Voltage (HV) 

class, argue that HV customers face “massive, disproportionate rate increases,” but in fact, 

ComEd proposes to increase their low rates by only 3.7%.  There is little basis, therefore, for 

continuing the rate subsidy to the HV class.  Other customer groups likewise claim they deserve 

preferential treatment with the burden for such subsidies falling on the schools, churches, 

homeless shelters, and retailers of the State of Illinois.  A crafty redefinition of what is a “class” 

would shift even more costs to these customers.  So also, the Dusk-to-Dawn Lighting class 

gained a number of advantages from the rate design case that have dropped their proposed rates 

to the lowest level of any class except the High Voltage class.  While advocates for the class 



argue these rates should decrease further, the skewed results from the rate design case argue 

instead that the prior conclusions be adjusted.  What is clear is that to the extent that the ALJs 

determine that some rate class(es) should receive a subsidy, the Lighting classes should share in 

that burden.   

Nor, according to the initial briefs, would this dissension among the rate classes narrow 

in the future.  REACT claims that the improvements ComEd has made to its ECOSS are only the 

“first step,” and the group would have ComEd chase the electron through additional, potentially 

costly and contentious customer or class-specific cost studies in yet another proceeding.  The 

parties have already endured a 2007 Rate Case, the 2008 Rate Design Case, this 2010 Rate Case, 

an Alternative Regulation case, and numerous other proceedings with no apparent end in sight.  

The ALJs and Commission should protect against being swayed by the loudest or best-connected 

groups by choosing an appropriate class cost of service study and setting rates based on the costs 

demonstrated by that study.  Otherwise, the Commission will see only more litigation. 

B. Potentially Uncontested Issues 

REACT (Initial Brief at 19-20) portrays information on the size of alleged increases to 

Extra Large Load and High Voltage customers as an uncontested issue.  If the assertion is that 

customers consuming large amounts of energy have large energy bills, there is nothing to 

dispute, although the Commercial Group points out that retail customers in lower load 

classifications with multiple facilities may have equally large energy bills.  The salient issue, 

though, is whether the latter customers should subsidize the former customers.  If REACT is 

correct that the ECOSS is so hopelessly flawed that it cannot be used to set rates, there is no 

basis for having certain disfavored classes pay rates at some set percentage above that “flawed” 

ECOSS. 
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If, on the other hand, the assertion is about relative rate increases faced by customer 

classes, there is ample information in the record.  For example, under ComEd’s initial proposed 

and exemplar rates, the High Voltage class would see an average increase of 7.4%, only one-

third of the average proposed increase of 20.6 percent and below the percentage increase of 12 of 

the 16 other classes depicted in Mr. Alongi’s Table D6, and SD7.  ComEd Exs. 16.0 Rev., p. 23 

and 21.0 Rev., pp. 14-15.  As the rate case developed, the potential percentage increase for the 

High Voltage class decreased to 3.7 percent,1 and it is likely to decrease more once revenue 

issues are decided.  It is difficult to see the inequity of such a low relative increase, even if a 

High Voltage customer empirically may have a large bill.  Ironically, despite such a 

disproportionately low relative increase, REACT nevertheless recites (Initial Brief at 61-62) in 

bold its oft-repeated mantra: “what did the over-10 MW customers do to deserve such a 

disproportionate, massive rate increase?”  The real question is why do the schools, homeless 

shelters, retailers and churches in the Small to Very Large Load classes deserve to pay 

rates above ECOSS so that the largest load customers can enjoy a disproportionately low 

rate increase? 

C. Potentially Contested Issues 

1. Embedded Cost of Service Study Issues 

a. Class Definition 

(i) Residential Classes 

ComEd proposes to consolidate its current four residential delivery classes into two 

delivery classes, a move that is opposed by AG/CUB and the City of Chicago.  This originally 

                                                 
1 Compare the overall $/kwh for the High Voltage class of $0.0028 in Column L of ComEd Exs. 73.2, p. 3 and 73.3, 
p. 2 with the current overall $/kwh of $0.0027 for the class in Column M of ComEd Ex. 73.1, p. 2.  The increase 
from $0.0027/kwh to $0.0028/kwh is 3.7 percent. 
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appeared to be only an issue pertaining to the residential classes, but instead the issue has 

ramifications for all classes.   

Though CUB and the City of Chicago oppose the combination of the four residential 

classes into two residential classes (e.g. CUB Initial Brief at 79, City Initial Brief at 5), they 

appear to take the position that there should be one residential class for some purposes and four 

classes (that they redefine as “subclasses”) for other purposes.  As the City puts it, there may be 

different cost results “if ComEd continued to include four sub-classes within the residential 

class.”  City Brief at 5.  But the point is the Single Family with Space Heat, Single Family 

without Space Heat, Multi-Family with Space Heat, and Multi-Family without Space Heat are, 

and have been, defined as classes and not sub-classes.  The issue then has nothing to do with the 

consolidation of the four classes into two classes, which should improve the allocation situation 

for those customers.  Rather, CUB and the City of Chicago would have the ALJs ignore that 

these four (or two) classes are classes.  The net effect of this redefinition would be to shift $4.2 

million to the non-residential classes.  Id.  As ComEd ably points out in its initial brief (pp. 104-

106), the proposal to shift costs to non-residential classes is contrary to ComEd’s tariff, 

Commission rules, and ComEd’s past practice.   

The Commercial Group takes no position on whether the four residential classes should 

remain as four classes or be combined into two classes.  However, the Commercial Group 

opposes any redefinition simply to throw costs onto other classes that should remain unaffected.  

In fact, the proposal to treat the four (or two) classes as one class only for NCP calculations 

could also apply to a number of the non-residential classes.  No doubt, it may be advantageous 

for some non-residential classes to be redefined as “subclasses” for class allocation purposes, but 
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such redefinition should be closely scrutinized where it serves only to throw costs onto other 

classes. 

(ii) Non Residential 

IIEC recommends adoption of its ECOSS study that contemplates the creation of 8 to 10 

new rate subclasses.  IIEC Initial Brief at 41-42.  However, the IIEC study contains a one-sided 

allocation of primary circuit costs to secondary customers (see next section) and would create 

rates that are too irregular for adoption.  For example, in IIEC Ex. 5.4, the proposed DFC-

Primary Voltage charges vacillate wildly from $7.43/kW for Small Load down to $2.87/kW for 

the Medium Load class and up again to $4.18/kW for the Large Load class.  Indeed, the primary 

Small Load subclass would pay higher rates than the secondary Small Load subclass, a counter 

intuitive result.  No doubt part of the reason for this volatility is the tiny size of such proposed 

“subclasses,” which are too small to represent a large enough data sample for allocation 

purposes.  See additional discussion in Section VIII.C.3.b, infra.  This argues for adoption of 

ComEd’s preferred exemplar rates and against the division of 936 primary customers into tiny 

subclasses.2  In any event, given that there appears to be little rhyme or reason to IIEC’s 

proposed rates, they should be rejected. 

b. Primary/Secondary Split 

(i) Appropriate Methodology/Compliance with Docket No. 
08-0532 

(a) Functional Identification of costs 

At the Commission’s direction, ComEd has implemented the 4kV bright-line test for 

primary v. secondary facilities, which ComEd indicates is consistent with the bright line drawn 

                                                 
2 As demonstrated in Section VIII.C.3.b of the Commercial Group’s initial brief, primary customers share a greater 
cost similarity than dissimilarity which also supports ComEd’s preferred exemplar rates (or proposed rates).  Given 
this cost similarity, slicing a 936-member class into tiny subclasses will inevitably produce aberrant results. 
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by a number of other utilities.  ComEd Initial Brief at 115.  The more difficult issue for an 

integrated system like ComEd’s is whether other facilities might be considered as primary or 

secondary facilities based on how these facilities function.  IIEC and REACT insist that all (or 

virtually all) costs of single-phase primary circuits should be allocated to secondary customers 

because the over 10-MW classes allegedly rely more heavily upon three-phase circuits.  IIEC 

Initial Brief at 46-47; REACT Initial Brief at 33.  However, ComEd witness Alongi testified that 

ComEd’s single-phase and three-phase primary facilities (as well as its 4kV, 12kV and 34kV 

facilities) are constantly serving broad classes of customers in varying degrees depending on the 

circumstance: 

ComEd’s primary distribution system is a highly integrated system 
that is not static and is continuously being reconfigured and 
upgraded to meet the changing needs of its customers and the 
changing mix of customers on each of the 6,400 circuits that 
comprise ComEd’s primary distribution system.   

ComEd Ex. 73.0, 21:465-468.  Other irrefutable evidence likewise demonstrated that single-

phase facilities serve primary customers.  See Kroger Cross Ex. 1.  This is not at all unexpected 

given that electrons, by the Uncertainty Principle, fly along unpredictable and uncertain paths 

and a distribution system serving nearly 4 million customers necessarily has a panoply of paths 

available for those electrons. 

What is ironic is that while urging a more functional approach for determining what are 

primary facilities, IIEC and REACT take the opposite position concerning single-phase facilities, 

which plainly function to support the entire ComEd system.  In addition, even if the over 10-MW 

customers rely on a greater percentage of three-phase circuits, IIEC and REACT would have the 

ALJs ignore the additional costs those classes impose.  Staff witness Lazare pointed out the 

fallacy of this one-sided argument: 
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If primary customers should not be held responsible for the costs 
of single phase lines, then secondary customers should not have to 
bear the additional expense of three phase service required to serve 
the end-uses of primary customers.  Mr. Stowe’s argument looks 
only at one side of the equation. . . . 

Staff Ex. 26.0, 17:384-387.  The Commercial Group supports the position of ComEd and Staff.   

c. Investigation of Assets Used to Serve Extra Large Load Customer 
Class 

Despite the improvements ComEd has made to its ECOSS, a number at the urging of the 

Extra Large Load class, REACT requests that the Commission compel ComEd to perform a 

separate study of the distribution system assets that serve only the Extra Large Load customer 

class.  REACT Initial Brief at 31, et seq.  In the 2007 Rate Case final order (p. 210), the 

Commission expressly ruled that a “granular analysis of costs on a customer by customer basis 

even for a small class of customers would likely significantly increase the number of issues and 

the number of litigants in these proceedings.”  Indeed, where Extra Large Load customer class 

representatives admit that ComEd’s facilities such as single-phase circuits serve more than just 

the Extra Large Load class, it is not apparent what could be accomplished with such a potentially 

costly study.  The electrons consumed by the Extra Large customers could have arrived through 

single-phase or three-phase circuits, but no amount of studies will ever conclusively determine 

the issue. 

No doubt, any small group of ComEd customers could make similar requests for a study 

of only those ComEd facilities serving that group.  For example, customers in neighborhoods in 

Waukegan, Sterling, or Kankakee could ask for a study of just the costs of the facilities that 

directly serve those neighborhoods and argue that they should not pay any of the costs for 

facilities that serve the City of Chicago.  Similarly, a group of ratepayers located within 100 feet 

of a 4kV transformer could ask for a similar study and argue that they should not pay for any 
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facilities downstream of their connection or pay only a de minimus portion of such costs.  If 

successful, presumably another customer group might form to represent all customers with 500 

feet and yet another for those customers with 1000 feet of such transformers.  The point is that 

no one knows the path of the electrons that ultimately energize an individual customer’s facility 

and no amount of studies will change this fact.  An integrated distribution system is simply that, 

integrated.  ComEd has presented convincing evidence of this fact and yet another proceeding 

will bring more disagreement.  Therefore, the Commission should once again deny REACT’s 

request for an additional proceeding. 

d. NCP vs. CP  

e. Allocation of Primary Lines and Substations 

In its initial brief, the City of Chicago claims that the Commission should continue its use 

of the Coincident Peak allocator for primary and substation costs.  City Initial Brief at 3.  

Sometimes with complicated cost issues, the proof is in the pudding, and an after-the-fact look at 

the impact of rate change can tell more than crafty arguments by lawyers.  Simply put, the 

adoption of the Coincident Peak allocation method for primary lines and substation costs has 

resulted in rates that are plainly not reasonable.  For example, the Fixture Included Lighting and 

Dusk-to-Dawn classes have NCP demands 7300 times their CP demands.  IIEC Ex. 3.0-C at 22-

23.  Given that ComEd builds its primary lines and substations to meet area demand levels 

whenever they occur, this incongruity is important.  Id.  So also, the allocation of substation costs 

to the Dusk-to-Dawn lighting class is a whopping 66 times less than that class’ percentage of the 

total system energy consumption.3  Something is clearly wrong.  The CP allocator does not work 

                                                 
3 The Dusk-to-Dawn lighting class consumes approximately 539.5 million kwh or 0.61% of the total system 
consumption of 88,914 million kwh.  See ComEd Ex. 73.1, Column A.  Meanwhile, the Dusk-to-Dawn class is 
allotted only $35,576 in distribution substation costs out of the system total $386.7 million, which is 0.0092% of the 
substation cost.  ComEd Ex. 15.1, Sch. 2a, p. 5, ln. 80.    0.61% / 0.0092% = 66.3 
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for substation and primary line costs because those facilities are designed and built to handle the 

peak load of customers connected to such facilities whenever that area peak occurs (throughout 

the year).  ComEd should be allowed to revert to its traditional practice of using the NCP 

allocation method. 

g. Street Lighting 

Advocates of the lighting classes urge additional cost allocation reductions (see City 

Initial Brief at 14-24) even though Dusk-to-Dawn lighting rates are now the second lowest rates 

on ComEd’s system, and the class already would see an over fifty percent decrease in their rates.  

ComEd Ex. 73.1 p.3 Column P.  Instead of letting Dusk-to-Dawn advocates transfer even more 

costs to other classes, the Commission should take another look at why those rates for a class of 

customers at the end of the distribution system that typically is more expensive to serve are so far 

below the rates of other classes.   

In every rate case, the ALJs and the Commission have the difficult task of reviewing all 

the costs of an extensive, integrated system.  Often, the Commission’s attention is directed to a 

certain subset of costs by parties who shine a flashlight on that set of costs.  In the 2008 Rate 

Design case, for example, a number of cost allocation issues were presented as lighting issues 

(including the NCP/CP issue discussed in the preceding section), and the Commission adopted 

proposals thereunder commonly referred to as the “Chicago Method.”  See e.g. Final Order, p. 

84.  City Initial Brief at 3.  However, like the “one-class” issue described in Section VII.C.1.a.i 

supra, those “lighting issues” turned out to have ramifications well beyond the lighting classes.  

Fortunately, with the passage of time, the Commission has the opportunity to review and adjust 

its prior decisions, particularly where those decisions produced skewed results.  Rather than 

making even more changes in favor of service to Dusk-to-Dawn customers at the expense of 
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other classes, the results of the “Chicago Method” should be reversed or scaled back 

dramatically. 

VIII. RATE DESIGN 

C. Potentially Contested Issues 

3. Class Definitions 

b. New Primary Voltage Delivery Class vs. Primary Subclass 
Charges 

In its initial brief (Section VIII.C.3.b), the Commercial Group demonstrated why the 

attempt to correct a perceived intraclass inequity by creating numerous primary and secondary 

subclasses may simply create an inequity going in the other direction because costs to serve the 

936 customers in the new Primary Class are more similar than dissimilar.  See ComEd Ex. 73.0 

at 25-26.  The IIEC continues to advocate the creation of 8 to 10 new subclasses.  IIEC Initial Br. 

p. 42.  But as stated in Section VII.C.1.a.ii infra, creation of tiny subclasses from the 936 

customer primary class will create volatile, incongruous results.  For example, the DFC for the 

primary Small Load subclass apparently has less than 1/000th of the demand of the secondary 

Small Load subclass4 and would constitute only 1/2500th of the customers in the Small Load 

class.5  How could such a miniscule subset of data produce viable results?  IIEC acknowledges 

as much in footnote 17 of its brief where it notes that the Small Load primary subclass would be 

a “minute” subset of customers.  But the relative size of most of the other proposed primary 

subclasses is also very small with the proposed Medium Load secondary subclass having nearly 

                                                 
4 The total Small Load primary DFC is $179 thousand, while the total secondary DFC for the class is $214.4 million.  
See ComEd Ex. 73.3 p.2 column B. 

5 The total customer count per class is found in IIEC Cross Ex. 4 or ComEd Ex. 73.3 p. 2 Column A (divide billing 
units by 12).  The primary subclass customer counts can be determined by subtracting the Test Year billing units for 
the class (without primary customers) listed in ComEd Ex. 73.2 p. 2 Column A from those for the class (with 
primary customers) listed in ComEd Ex.73.3 p. 2 Column A, and then dividing by 12. 
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80 times as many customers as the proposed 227-customer primary subclass.  In such a 

classification, a small change in the number of customers included or costs allocated in future 

cases will produce volatile, unpredictable results, which is contrary to proper ratemaking 

principles. 

Again, the proof is in the pudding, and ComEd’s preferred exemplar approach of having 

one primary class is more reasonable than splitting the already small Primary class into minute 

subclasses.  Accordingly, the Commercial Group continues to support ComEd’s position that 

creating one primary class is better than numerous tiny subclasses.   

4. Non-Residential 

a. Movement Toward ECOSS Rates 

(iii) What classes should pay for any revenue shortfall from not 
moving to 100% ECOSS rates 

As stated in the Commercial Group’s Initial Brief, no witness in this case offered any 

rationale for why it is fair for schools, churches, homeless shelters, and retailers of the State of 

Illinois to be burdened with subsidies.  On brief, the IIEC appears to support the Commercial 

Group’s position that any subsidy burden should be spread as broadly as possible among 

customer classes, in that it recommends that any revenue shortfalls be “spread to other classes on 

a pro rata basis, based on the total class revenues.”  IIEC Brief at 71.  Staff on brief states simply 

that “Staff has no objection to the Small Load, Medium Load, Large Load and Very Large Load 

classes providing subsidies to the classes that suffer from a revenue shortfall from not moving 

100% to ECOSS.”  Staff Brief at 138.  But Staff’s simple statement should be discounted by the 

fact that its witness (Lazare) could not justify why these customer classes should bear all the 

subsidy load while Lighting and Watt-Hour classes bear none of the load. In any event, the 

members of the classes that must bear the subsidy burden certainly do object.  Instead, to the 
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extent that the Commission selects an ECOSS as the basis for setting rates and favors some 

customer classes by not requiring them to pay the full share of those ECOSS rates, the 

Commission should spread this subsidy burden to all other classes.  This is the only fair outcome. 

XI. CONCLUSION  

WHEREFORE, the Commercial Group respectfully requests that the positions advocated 

in the Commercial Group’s initial and reply post-hearing briefs be adopted. 

Respectfully submitted this 23rd day of February, 2011. 
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